
ADAMS SAFEGUARDS MEETING 3     March 4th 2014 
 
 
Further discussion of 'what ifs' took place. 
 
The following items were grouped together to potentially be dealt with by housemates : 
 
- No-one available to be with Adam 
- Adam's schedule can't go ahead 
- housemate 'on call' not showing up 
- gap in Adam's schedule 
- support worker late/doesn't arrive 
- hygiene, cleanliness of the household 
- repairs/malfunctions of power, appliances, etc 
 
The process to follow for the first five of these is 
 
0. Housemates to call other housemates  
1. Call support workers - a roster will be available as well as when staff might be free at 

other times WITH a list of everyone's numbers 
2. Call circle members - a list will be in the house with each circle member's number, 

availability and how long it takes for them to arrive 
3.  Call team leader ?8am-8pm ( discussion needs to happen around when TL can be 

called ) 
4.  ?neighbour ( if we are lucky with these :) ) 
5. Call Karen and Ivan 
 
IF housemate is in a hurry and unable to call down this list, call team leader or Karen as 
first option, depending on time of day. This will be clarified. 
 
There will be an online list +/- book for housemates to enter times they have spent with 
Adam in addition to their expected sessions - emergencies, etc 
 
The following items will potentially be dealt with by the team leader: 
- Adam ill and requires a second support worker if the rostered 
support worker has to do Adam's job 
 
The following will be dealt with by the support team : 
 
- Adams clothes to be clean and appropriate clothing available as 
well as other items in Ads bag and bag to be packed. 
- upkeep of the van, petrol/oil/tyres/etc as well as any day to day 
problems 
- all Adams personal stuff will be dealt with by the team 



Other items... 
 
-  Continuity of weekends  
 
NOW. Circle members spend time with Adam when it suits them and     
Karen and Ivan, organised during the week   
 
IN ADAMS HOME the weekend schedule will continue with a time 
locked in for Saturdays, ideally 12-3pm ( housemate will be with Ad 
from 10-12 to wake him up, breakfast, etc ) 
Sundays will continue as before with Adam back at Schwartz 
residence from Sat night 3 out of 4 weeks. 
This is all noted in Patterns of Support document. 
 
- Safety measures 
 
Initially kitchen should be lockable 
Laundry cupboard needs to be locked at all times 
Bathrooms need to be lockable  
No chips/other junk food accessible 
 
- Adams bag is missing 
 
A second packed bag should be ready in the home/van if required 
ONLY for emergency use ! 
 
Suggestion that potential housemates do at least one buddy shift 
and attend a team meeting before offering them the role. 
 

 


